EXTENSIVE ELECTRO-VOICE® INSTALLATION AT ST VINCENT’S
COLLEGE, LATROBE, PA
Latrobe, PA (February 13, 2004): Fairchance, PA, based commercial sound
contractors Legacy Sound Contracting (www.legacy-sound.com) installed a
multi-line EV sound system at St Vincent’s, a large college in Latrobe, PA.
Ken Gibson, General Manager and designer at Legacy, described the
project:
“We were looking for a large, horn format speaker to ensure volume in a
reverberant room over the ambient noise of a basketball game. The system
would also be used for presentations, so a degree of both control and
versatility would be needed. There are a total of (8) FRX+ loudspeakers in
the gymnasium: (6) in a central cluster and (2) at left and right in the
presentation area at the far end of the gymnasium. We carried out the
design and the installation, working with System Integration Consultant
Randy Rhodes on the system design.”

“As far as specifying FRX goes, the DH2T HF drivers are essential in this
application. These boxes need to handle playback for opening games, vocal
clarity for national anthems and game announcements. Even though there’s
no acoustic treatment material in the room, the vocal articulation is still good.

This element of directivity and coverage control is also essential for
presentations and graduations – an audience won’t pay attention if the words
are unintelligible. The (2) boxes running at left and right in mono mode are
also tied in with back half of the central flown cluster, time delayed through
the EV Dx38 loudspeaker processor. We’re using CPS3 amplifiers to power
the system. Things sound great considering the limitations of the room – a
nice balance of clarity and power.”

Gibson described how EV fits in to Legacy’s steady installation schedule:
“We’ve been using EV for about six years now. We specialize in Church
installations, and often work with clients who don’t have an extensive amount
of audio knowledge. In this sense it helps to offer brands like EV that have
name recognition for them, and that have a full line of top quality sound
solutions for us to get the job done right. In this regard EV is always at the
forefront of technological innovations. We used the EVI boxes when they
came out with their corner-covering, rectangular pattern. Success with those
speakers led to a lot more EV installations for us. Then the FRi boxes came
out, which were a little more musical and tuned for speech. Things started
snowballing from thereon with products like the FRX. We also found the
level of support that EV reps CL Pugh were able to offer was another added
value of an already high quality product. Now EV is an important part of
what we do on a daily basis.”

FRX loudspeakers are designed for applications in highly reverberant spaces
where excellent directivity control down to 500Hz is critical. The small
components of a typical compact, aesthetically pleasing speaker system are
not large enough to control the system’s rated coverage angle below about
2,500Hz. This sprays most of the information in the vocal range off the room
surfaces, markedly decreasing intelligibility and clarity. EV’s FRX systems
are different. In a trapezoidal enclosure not taller than the typical compact
system and only a bit wider, they maintain control of coverage angles down
to 500Hz! This is achieved by loading the 15-inch woofer with a horn with a
horn whose mouth is large enough – basically as large as the enclosure itself
– to provide the control. FRX horn-systems are truly coaxially structured.
Thus FRXs reduce aberrations in time-alignment found in standard coaxial
horns. By this means, they also achieve great coverage and directivity
control.

(more)

For full details on all Electro-Voice products, please visit
www.electrovoice.com

Electro-Voice® is a professional audio brand of Telex Communications, Inc.,
a leader in the design, manufacture and marketing of sophisticated audio,
wireless, multimedia, aircraft, broadcast and communications equipment for
commercial, professional and industrial customers. Telex Communications
markets its products in more than 80 countries under the brands EV®,
Telex®, RTS™, Dynacord®, Midas®, Klark Teknik®, University® and others.
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